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Exact analyticalsolutionsare found to describe
f plane time-dependent,
ellipticalwarm-corerings
where the interfaceintersectsthe surfacealong the periphery.The spacevariablescan be eliminatedto
reducethe problemto a systemof differentialequationsin time. The motion of the centerof massis
resolvedand subtracted.Small departuresfrom circular shapehave three intrinsic frequencies'two are
inertial and superinertial,while the third is a low-frequencymode that corresponds
to a slowrotation of

the ellipticaleddy withoutchangein shape.An exactsolutionfor steadilyrotatingellipticaleddiesof
finite eccentricity(named Rodons)is also found and discussed.
Comparisonwith ellipticalwarm-core
Gulf Streamringsshowsthat this low-frequency
modemay explaintheir clockwiserotation.The solution alsoshowstheexistence
of a periodically
reversing
deformation
fieldthat,combined
witha reasonableamountof mixing,wouldresultin an efficienthomogenization
of the watercontainedin the ring.An
exactsolutionthat corresponds
to thepulsationof a circulareddyhasalsobeenfound.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Warm-core rings shed by the Gulf Stream are now well
documented [e.g., Csanady, 1979; Joyce, 1984; Joyce et al.,
1984]. They are clockwise rotating, high-pressurecenters
bound underneathby a strong thermoclinethat risesaround
the warm-water pool and reachesthe surface,forming a front
along the ring's periphery. This edge is often elliptical [e.g.,
Brown et al., 1984]. Other warm-coreringsin the world ocean
(Loop Current rings and warm rings observedsouth of the
Kuroshio) also display a tendencyto have an elliptical edge
[Kirwan et al.. 1984; Kitano, 1974]. Mied et al. [1983] describedin detail an elongatedcold-corering. The ellipticityis
probably a result of nonaxisymmetricbirthing conditionsand
subsequent
shearduringthe eddy'slife [Nof, 1984] or inherent
instability [Saunders,1973; Griffithsand Linden, 1981; Mied et
al., 1983]. The noted absenceof elongatedelliptical rings suggests that high eccentricitieslead to instability and self destruction such that only quite circular rings can survive.The
excellentsatellitecoverageof the slopewater regionnorthwest
of the Gulf Stream that existstoday [e.g., Evans et al., 1984]
showsthat a typical eccentricityis 80% and that sucha typical warm-core ring rotates clockwiseat a rate of about 9ø per
day. For cold-core Gulf Stream rings, Spenceand Le•Ieckis
[1981] report counterclockwiserotations of about 22ø per
day.
So far, theoretical oceanographershave proposedvery few
models of warm-core rings surroundedby an interface that
extends to the surface,forming a containing front. Calculations on an f plane, based on the assumptionsof uniform
potential vorticity and circular shape,have been presentedby
Csanady [1979] and Flierl [1979]. Such circular rings are
steady.Nof[1981, 1983] usedan integration method to study
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the westwarddrift inducedby the beta effect without having
to resolvethe eddy'sinternal structure.His resultswere somewhat extendedby Killworth [!983], who showedthat the
beta-effectcorrectionto an otherwisef plane circulareddy is a
meridional shift that almost preservesthe circular shapeand
that stabilityis ensured.Very recently,Nof [1985] discussed
the ellipticityinducedby the presenceof a mean shearin the
particularcircumstance
when a steadyequilibriumis reached
betweenshearand ellipticity.
Besidesthe available observations,there is no study discussingthe time-dependentbehaviorof ellipticaleddies.The
reasonprobably residesin the fact that a surfacinginterface
precludesthe useof any quasi-geostrophic
modeland severely
complicatesthe use of numerical models. lkeda [1981] presenteda stability analysisof a two-layer Gaussianeddy but
resorted to a quasi-geostrophic
model. This limitation preventsapplicabilityto intensestructuressuch as Gulf Stream
rings.The particularanalyticalsolutionpresentedhereis pro-

posedin orderto remedypartly the presentlack of theoretical
support at a time when the increasedsatellitecoverageencouragesnew theories.
By contrast,in the absenceof rotation and stratification
thereexistsan old exactanalyticalsolutionthat represents
the
steadyrotation of an ellipticalpatch of uniformvorticity.It is
known as Kirchhoff's vortex [Kirchhoff, 1876; Hill, 1884;
Lamb, 1932]. Its stability has been investigatedby Love
[1893], who statedthat if ,theratio of the major to the minor
axes is more than three the vortex is unstable to infinitesimal

perturbations.It would be very helpful if a corresponding

resultcouldbe obtainedfor ellipticalwarm-core
rings.Becauseof mathematical
complications,
suchstabilitystudyhas
notbeenincluded
in thepresent
work.
In two classicpapers,Ball [1963, 1965] studiedthe motion
of a homogeneous
fluid containedin an elliptic paraboloid.
His aim was the investigationof oscillatorymodesin shallow
basins,as thesemodes can influencetidal motions in seasand
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lakes.Althoughthepresentproblemis directedtowardupper- quires continuity of pressureacrossthe edge,i.e., g'h must be
ocean eddies, equations are identical (gravity becoming reduced gravity, the topography effect being set to zero), and
some mathematical developmentsare similar. The two solutions of the completenonlinear problem that are presentedin

uniform, which of courseis met where h vanishes.(Note that
sincethe model is inviscidthe tangentialvelocity component
is not necessarilycontinuousacrossthe edge.) In summary,
any solution that satisfies(la-c) will automatically satisfythe
section 4 are new and were not known to Ball.
boundaryconditio,nsand, hence,is an acceptablesolutionto
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 pre- the problem. (One regretsthat this advantageis lost as two or
sentsthe method of solution,which by eliminating the spatial more layers are in motion.)
dependence,reducesthe problem to a set of coupled nonlinear
One particular solutionthat obeys(la-c) is where the depth
ordinary differential equations in time. The motion of the is a quadratic function of spaceand the velocity components
eddy's center is resolved and eliminated from the system. linear functions [Ball, 1965]:
Then, equilibrium solutions are isolated, and numerical soluh = Ax2 + 2Bxy+ Cy2 + 2Dx + 2Ey + F
(2a)
tions of the nonlinear systemof ordinary differential equations
are presented.These solutionshelp identify the various modes
tt = U1x + U2y + U 0
(2b)
of oscillation.Section3 treats the behavior of small departures
v = V•x + V:y + Vo
(2c)
from circular shape. This study isolates the possible modes
and shows that one mode among three has a low-frequency where all 12 coefficientsare time dependentin general. The

characterthat may correspond
to the observedslow,clock- eddy is of finite sizeif the edgeis a closedcurve,i.e., if
wise rotation of warm-core rings. Based on the numerical resuits of section 2 and the linearized solution of section 3,
section4 is devoted to two distinct completelynonlinear solutions, namely a uniformly rotating ellipse and a pulsating
circle. Section5 pursuesthe study of this mode by comparing
analytical results and observations. Section 6 concludes the
work and callsfor a stability study of time-dependentelliptical
eddies.An appendixdiscusses
the invariant properties.

A = AC- B2 > 0

in which casethe eddy'srim is an ellipse(a circle if A = C and
B = 0).
The implementation of (2a-c) in (la-c) yields to the following 12 nonlinear ordinary differential equations, where an
overdot representsa time derivative:

O• = -U•
2.

EQUATIONSAND SOLUTION OF SPATIAL STRUCTURE

2a. Removal of Spatial Dependence

A reduced-gravity model (only upper layer of fluid in
motion) is the simplest model that can allow interface surfacing. Despite its restricted vertical representation,it has the
advantage of combining adequate horizontal description with
simple equations.For instance,most stability studiesof frontal
systemsare based on the reduced-gravitymodel [Stern, 1980;
Stern et al., 1982; Griffiths et al., 1982; Paldot, 1983a, b], and
the few models of warm-core rings mentioned in the introduction are also constructedwith a reduced-gravity formalism.
The governingequationson anf-plane are, after scaling,

ut+ uu,,+ vuy-- v = --h,,

(la)

vt + uv,,+ vvy+ u = -hy

(lb)

+

+

=o

(3)

-

I?•= - U• V• - V•V2- U• - 2B
02 = -U•U2-

U2V2+ V2- 2B

(4)
(5)
(6)

I22= - U2V• -- V22- U2- 2C

(7)

,,i =-(3U•

(8)

+ V2)A- 2V•B

1•= --U2A -- 2(U• + V2)B- V•C

(• = --2U2B-- (U• + 3V2)C

(9)
(lO)

Do= --UoU• -- U2Vo+ Vo- 2D

(11)

I?o= - UoV• - VoV2- Uo - 2E

(12)

lJ = --UoA- VoB- (2U• + V2)D- V•E

(13)

1•= --UoB- VoC- U2D-(U• + 2V2)E

(14)

P =--2UoD-

(15)

2VoE-(U• + Ve)F

At this stage the spatial structure of the eddy has been
where the upper-layer depth h has been scaled by a reference
solved,and only the time dependenceof the problem remains.
depth H (say the maximum depth at some specifiedtime); the
The most generalsolution to the above set of equationshas
velocity components u and v by the gravity wave speed
not been found, and the focusis placed on severalparticular

(g'H)•/2,whereg' is the reducedgravity;the coordinates
x and
solutions.The present paper presentsthe equilibrium soluy by the radiusof deformation
(g'H)•/2/f,wheref is the contions (subsection2c), the solutionscorrespondingto small elstant Coriolis parameter; and the time t by the inertial time
liptical departuresfrom a circulareddy(section3), two distinct

1If It is noted that with this scaling all terms in the momentum and continuity equations are potentially of the same
order of magnitude,and the motion is ageostrophic.
The eddy region is definedwhere h is positive and its edge
as the closed curve where h(x, y, t)= 0. Namely, the focus is
on lenslike eddiesembeddedin a resting ocean.A key to the
method

of solution

is to realize that both the kinematic

and

dynamic boundary conditionsto be imposed along the edge
are always automatically satisfied.Indeed, the kinematic condition that stipulatesthat a particle on the edge remainson
the edge at all times is readily met by (lc)' where h = 0, (lc)

exact nonlinear solutions(section4), as well as some numerical solutions(subsection2d).
2b. General Properties and Motion of Center of Mass

Among these 12 equations,the first sevenmake a subsetof
equationsfor U•, V•, U2, V2, A, B, and C that can be solved
first. Once thesevariablesare known, the next four equations
can be solvedfor Uo, Vo,D, and E, and when thesevariables
are known, the last equation will provide F. From (8), (9), and
(10) one can seethat

becomes
ht + uh,,+ vhy= 0, andthoseparticlesconserve
their
h = 0 and remain on the edge. The dynamic condition re-

A = -4(u, +
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D

E
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E
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and is such that h = Ax'2 q-2Bx'y'+ Cy'2 q-H o. In other
words,H o is the maximum depth at the center(H o > 0). With
this changeof variablesand in the rest of the paper, the center
of massis a fixed point. This elimination simplifiesthe algebra,
while no physicalprocesshas been filtered out.
The inviscid model (la-c) conservesvolume, angular momentum, potential vorticity, and energy. The corresponding
invariant quantitiesare presentedin the appendix.
2c. EquilibriumSolutions
With the aid of these prerequisites,one now turns to the
steady solutions of system(4) to (10) and (16). For a timeindependent solution the coordinate axes can always be
t=14.5
chosenso that they correspondto the principal directionsof
Fig. 1. Time sequence
of the eddy rim at constanttime intervals the ellipse(B = 0), and the maximum depth at center can be
(2n corresponds
to one inertialperiod).Note the tendencyof clock- used as the scalefor the interfacialdepth (Ho = 1). After setwise rotation, superimposed
upon which are shapeoscillationsbetweenellipseand circleand pulsationsbetweenexpansionand con- ting all time derivativesto zero, calculationsshow that only
two equilibrium solutionsexist.One is the circular ring
traction.

h = 1- «W(1- WXx2 q-y2)

delta neverchangessign,and the eddy remainsellipticalat all

U = Wy

v = --Wx
(17)

times.

The eddy's center is the point where the depth gradient
where W is an arbitrary constantrelated to both the swirl
speedand the ring'sradius.This constantmustrangebetween
0 and 0.5, otherwiseeither the interfacelies above the surface
or the ring is inertiallyunstable(negativepotentialvorticity).

vanishes' it has the coordinates
BE-

Xo=

DC

BD-

A

Yo=

AE

A

Smallvaluesof W correspond
to wideeddies.
TheothersdluThe time rate of changeof these coordinatesthat givesthe
velocityof the centerpoint yields,from (4) to (14),

•o = U•xo q- U2Yoq- Uo

tion):

3)0= V•xo+ V2Yo+ Vo

One notes that this center-pointvelocity is nothing else but
the actual particlevelocityand thus that, for the presentparticular spatialstructure,the centerpoint is a material point.
Sincethe pressureforceat the centeris alwayszero,its trajectory is an inertial circle.To verify this mathematically,one
computesthe accelerationand finds
•o = •o

Yo = - •o

which showsthat the trajectoryof the centerpoint is a clockwise circle

xo=Xo+Rsin(t+•P)

Yo= Yo+Rcos(t+•P)

whereXo, Yo,R, and •p are to be evaluatedfrom the initial
conditions,the inertial-circleradius R being equal to the magnitude of the initial velocity of the centerpoint.
Now that the motion of the center is known, one will here-

toforestudythe rotation and deformationof the eddyaround
that point by introducingthe changeof variables
x' = x - Xo(t)
u' = u - o(t)

y' = y- yo(t)

t' = t

The implementationof thesenew coordinatesshowsthat the
first sevencoupledequations(4)-(10) remain unchanged,the
next four equations(11)-(14)reduceto an identity,and the last

/-ito = --(U• + V2)Ho
where Ho is a new quantity definedby

h = 1 - x2/L2

u= 0

v = - 2x/L2

(18)

where L is half its width. It is worth noting that these two

equilibriumstatesare the two extremeelliptical configurations.

2d.

Numerical

Solutions

Beforeisolatingsomeparticularanalyticalsolutionsin the
next two sections,it is interestingto presentsome numerical
solutionsof the completenonlinear system.These will shed

somelight of the variouspossiblebehaviorsthat an elliptical
eddy can exhibit.Figure 1 showsthe time evolutionof the
eddy'sellipticaledgeat regulartime intervals.The initial conditionscorrespondto the circularsolution(17) with W = 1/3,
on whichis superimposed
a degreeof ellipticity.The evolution
showsa tendencyof the eddy to rotate clockwisewith two
addedoscillations.The shapeoscillatesbetweenan ellipseof
somemaximumeccentricityand a circle,and the area pulsates
as the eddysuccessively
expandsand contracts.The evolution
time scaleis clearlyon the orderof the inertialperiod(2• for
the presenttime scaling).
McCalpin [1984] performednumericalexperimentson cyclonic, cold-corerings with Gaussianradial structure.After

v' = v - ?o(t)

equation (15) becomes

tion corresponds
to an infiniteband of light water(orientedin
any directionbut expressed
here as it extendsin the y direc-

decomposition
into azimuthalmodes,his resultsshowedthat
thesemodesare rotating counterclockwise
(as can be expected
in a cycloniccontextwherethe swirl motion is also counterclockwise)and that there is a definite trend toward energy
leavingthe higher azimuthalmodesto return to the basic,
(16)
circularstate.In particularan ellipticaleddy showsthe tendencyof becomingirrevocablycircular.Numericalexperiments
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This 8 x 8 linear systemwill yield four uncoupled modes of
oscillation or growth/decay. Forming the following combinations, (19)+ (22), (20)- (21), and (23)+ (25), one obtains a

2

3 x 3 subset

(lg1 q- /92)'= (1 -- 2W)(vl -- lg2)-- 2(a + c)

(v• -- u2)'= -(1 - 2W)(u• + v2)

(a + c)'= 2W(1 -- W)(u• + v2)

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

W

Fig. 2. Plot of the various frequenciesfor small elliptical departures from a circular eddy versusthe basic-stateparameter W. Small
W values correspondto wide eddies,while W = 1/2 correspondsto
the smallestrealizableeddy. Three frequenciesare nonzero, and one is
zero.

where u• + v2 and v•- u2 are the divergenceand vorticity
perturbations,respectively,and a + c can be thought of as the
perturbation to the total Gaussian curvature of the depth
field. The most general solution is
u• +v 2=2Ncos(t+
v• - u2 = -2(1 - 2W)N sin (t + qb)+ 2M
a + c = 4W(1 -- W)N sin (t + (p) + (1 -- 2W)M

by lkeda [1981] also suggestthe samebehavior. This trend is
more pronouncedas the Rossbynumberincreases.This major
differencebetween the Ikeda-McCalpin results on one side
and the presentintegrationon the other sidemay be attribu-

The coefficientsM, N, and (p are three arbitrary constantsof
integration. The solution is oscillatory and thus stable. The
frequency of oscillation is unity (inertial), while the additive
constantcorrespondsto a zero-frequencymode.
table to edge effects.Indeed, in a Gaussian-typeeddy the
Two frequencieshave been isolated. The remaining two freslowly rotating outer portion may act as a damper on the
quenciesof the system(19)-(26) are then obtained by forming
crestsof azimuthalheterogeneities.
This is only a conjecture,
the following combinations
but were it proven to be correct,the conclusionwould be that
edge effects,absentfrom the presentanalysis,can be quite
(ul - v2)'= (vl + u2) - 2(a - c)
important.
(/91q- lg2)'-- --(Ul -- /92)-- 4b
3.

SMALL DEPARTURES FROM CIRCULAR SHAPE

(a - c)' - W(1 - W)(ui - v2) + 4Wb

The last sectionshowedthat, after the elimination of spatial
dependence,the problem is reducedto a set of coupled,nonlinear, ordinary differential equations((14)-(15)) that cannot
be solved analytically in their generality.Besidesthe numerical time integration of the preceding section, another approach remainslinearizationabout a known simplesolution.
This sectionstudiesthe behavior of small elliptical departures
from the known steady,circularsolution(17).This equilibrium
state is quite closeto the structureof actual rings. Observationsmadeduring the 1960'sand 1970'ssuggestthat the maximum swirl speedoccursnear the edge [see Csanady,1979, p.
779], as is the caseof (17). More recentobservations[Joyce,
1984] suggestthat the ring contains a core with a linearly
distributedorbital velocityand an outer layer with a decaying
speed.Namely, it appearsthat, although the velocitypeaksat
somedistancefrom the edge,most of the fluid containedin the
ring rotatesin a solidbody rotation asstatedby (17).
Noting by lowercaseletters the infinitesimalperturbations
from the equilibrium circular solution (17) [A = C = -W(1
-W)/2, U•=-V•=W,
Ho=I,B=
U•=V•=0],oneobtains after linearization

ti• - (1 - W)v• + Wu2 - 2a

(19)

t3•- -(1 - W)u• + Wv2- 2b

(20)

ti2 = -Wu•

+ (1 - W)v2 - 2b

t32= - Wv• - (1 - W)u2 - 2c

d = «W(1 - W)(3u•+ v2)+ 2Wb

• = «W(1- W)(v•+ lg2)-- Wa + Wc
• = «W(1- W)(u•+ 3v2)- 2Wb

h0 -- --lg1 -- /92

2b' = W(1 - W)(vi + u2) - 2W(a - c)

whichform a 4 x 4 system.The variablesare now u• - v2 and
v• + u2, the perturbations of the normal and shear defor-

mation rates,respectively,and a- c and b, two complementary measuresof the degree of ellipticity. A solution of the

typeei'ø'is possible,
providedthat
to'• - (1 + 4W)ro2 + 4W'• = 0
i.e.,for frequenciesequal to

to= «[(1 + 2W) + (1 + 4W - 4W2)•/2]

(28)

The frequenciesare all real, and these two modes, too, are

stable.A plot of the three nonzeromodal frequencies
is presented on Figure 2. From this figure it is evident that one
frequencyis subinertial(minus sign in bracketsof (28)) and
one frequencyis superinertial(plus sign in bracketsof (28)).
But what is more important to note is that in the limit of a
wide eddy comparedto the radiusof deformation(small W),
the subinertial frequencyis very low. The asymptotic expressionobtainedfrom (28),

(29)

increasesless than linearly with W. For a circular eddy of
radius equal to 4 times the radius of deformation, W = 0.15,
o) = 0.034, and the period of oscillationis 21 days.
(22)
Now that all frequencies
have beenisolated,the most gener(23) al solutionto the linearizedproblem can be constructed.The
time-dependentcoefficientsare displayedat top of next page,
(24) where the basic state and all four modes are made explicit.
(25) The solution is then obtained by reintroducing the spatial
(21)

(26)

dependence
(u = U•x + U2Y, v = V•x + V2Y
, h = Ax2 q- 2Bxy
q-Cy2 q-Ho).The constants
M, M', N, P, andQ arearbitrary
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0

u

1

-w
-1

w

0

«

0

+M

- w)

«(• - 2W)

+N

cos +
(2W- 1) sin (• + •b)
(1 - 2W) sin (z + 4•)
cos +
2W(1 - W) sin (• + •b)
0

0

o

«(• - 2w)

- w)

1

2W(1 - W) sin (• + •b)
-2 sin (z + •b)

M'

_

+P

(small)amplitudes,while •b,Z, and ½ are arbitrary phases.The
constantscz___
are definedby

0•= ¬[2W - 1 4- (1 + 4W - 4W2)•/23

cos to_(z + Z)
-sin to_(z + Z)
-sin to_(z + Z)
- cos to_(z + Z)
+Q
a_ sin to_(z + Z)
a_ cos to_(z + Z)
-0•_ sin to_(z + Z)

cos •o+(z + ½)
-sin to+(• + •b)
-sin to+(• + •b)
-cos •o+(z + ½)
•z+ sin to+(z + ½)
•+ cos •o+(• + ½)
-0•+ sin to+(r + ½)
0

0

showsthe angleof rotationper day (basedonf= 10-• s-x)
for increasingeddyradius.The sharpdecayin rotation rate as
the eddy radius increasespoints to a time scalelonger than
the inertial period.This is

The "mode" of amplitude M is a steady state that correspondsto a small changeto the parameterW of the basic
state. The mode of amplitude N has an inertial period and
corresponds
to a pulsationcirculareddy whoseradiusvaries The likelihood that this low-frequencymode explainsthe slow
clockwiserotation of ellipticalwarm-coreringsis discussed
in
between

time
scale
=•-• •aa

(30)

section 5.

2(1 - 2N)

Rmin
2

w)

4.

and

EXACT NONLINEAR

SOLUTIONS

The previousnumerical(subsection2c) and asymptotic(section 3) solutionssuggestthat clockwiserotation and pulsation

+ 2N)

Rmax
2

Two

are two intrinsic modes that a lenslike eddy can undergo, and
one wonders whether solutions to the nonlinear equations
that exhibit these tendenciescan also be constructed.The pur-

w)

with maximum and minimum depth of values

poseof thissectionis to presenttwo suchsolutions:onecorrespondsto a steadyclockwiserotation of an unchangingelliptical eddy, while the other correspondsto a pulsatingcircular
eddy. Thesesolutionscannot be superimposedin the nonlinear context,but they are new exact analytical solutionsto the
nonlinear shallow-waterequations.In the numericalexperiment exposedin subsection2d thesemodesof oscillationsare
presentand interacting.

Ho max-- 1 + 2N
and

Ho min'-' 1 - 2N

respectively.The last two modes correspondingto the frequenciesgiven by (28) are steadyclockwiserotationsof the
ellipse at rates o)_/2 and o)+/2. In particular the lowfrequencymode (amplitudeP) corresponds
to a slow rotation 4a. The Rodon' A ClockwiseRotating, Elliptical
of the ellipticaleddy.For a mean eddy radiusequal to 4 times AnticyclonicVortex of Fixed Shape
the radius of deformation the rate is 8.5ø per day. Figure 3
The solution of this case is
9o'
I

i
I

u = -fly + W(x cos tot - y sin tot)

(31a)

v = fix - W(x sin tot + y cos tot)

(3lb)

h = H- (Ao+ A1 sintot)x2 -- 2(A1COS
tot)xy

- (Ao -- A • sintot)y2

(31c)

A closed (elliptical) outcroppingline requires Ao > 0 and
Ao2> A• 2. The edgeis a circlefor A• = 0, and the ellipse

!

becomes
infinitelylongas A• 2 approaches
Ao2. The sixconstantsto, fl, W, H, Ao, and A• are not independent.Substitution in the governingequationsyields

I

2

3

4

5

Mean
Deformation

6

7

Radius
Radius

Fig. 3. Plot of the angle of clockwiserotation per day for the
low-frequencyelliptical mode of a basiccircular eddy. Note the rapid
drop of rotation rate as the eddy radius increasesfrom its minimum
realizable

value.

The

same curve

is also valid

for eddies of finite

eccentricity,provided that the eddy radius is the geometricmean of
semimajor and semiminor axes.

W2 -' fl(1 + fl) + 2Ao

(32a)

(1 - to)W = 2A•

(32b)

2WAo + (to + 2fl)A• - 0

(32c)

There are thus only three independent parameters, one of
which must be H, the maximum depth at the eddy center.(H
can be set equal to 1 if the scaling depth is chosenas that
centerdepth).The other two can be chosento be Ao and A x,
i.e., the parametersthat provide the eddy size and ellipticity.
Thesetwo quantitiescan be readily evaluatedfrom a satellite
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B

B

D

B

B

,,

whereRa is the radiusof deformationbasedon the center
depth.This expression
is identicalto the low-frequency
root
(28) of the linearizedtheory,and the curveon Figure3 also
appliesto eddiesof finite eccentricity,
providedthe radiusis
takento be the geometricmeanradius.This rotationrate of
the eddyas a wholehasto be distinguished
from the angular

C

D

c

A

c

c

A

A

Fig. 4. Exampleof the time sequence
of the relativepositions
betweenfour neighborparticlesinsidea steadilyrotating elliptical
eddy.The timeintervalbetweentwo plotsis 1/24 of a period,and the
sequence
displaysa quarterof a periodonly. During a full period,
eachparticlebecomes
quite closeto all others.The presence
of such
oscillatorydeformationfield could greatly homogenizethe eddy if
mixing were present.

(33)

+ vy-- 0, thereisnodivergence,
andeverywatercolumn
conservesboth its vorticity and its depth. More important is the

presence
of an oscillatory
deformation
fieldas seenon Figure
4, which displaysthe relativepositionsof four particlesas a
quarterof periodelapses.At the beginningof the sequence,

can smooth their differences,and so can C and D. Another

eighthof a periodlater,A and D are now nearby,and so on.
In summarythereexistsan oscillatorydeformationfield that

fi- -•+•ex 1-8 T (1+5)TM

+ • ete2
1+ 8

A•[(1+
W= 2et-•-

rotation of particles,whichis generallygreater.
The solution has other interesting properties. Since u,,

particlesB andD are relativelycloseand,if mixingwerepresent,couldeasilysmoothany differencein their properties.
An
eighthof a periodlater,A and B are now closetogetherand

picture.Solving(32a-c) for co,fi, and W, one obtains

co= 1 -«e•[(1 + 5)•/2 + g2(1-- 5)•/2]

(1--5)1/2

- t•2(1
- 5)TM]

(34)

(35)

maintainscommunicationamongparticles.Were mixing present, this mechanismcould greatly enhancehomogeneization
within the eddy.This processis absentin a circulareddy and
is strongerfor ellipticaleddiesof greateccentricity.
4b. Pulsationof a Circular Eddy
The second solution that satisfiesthe nonlinear problem

wherethe new quantity 5 is definedby

((4)-(14)and (16))exactlycorresponds
to a pulsatingcircle.In

(36) section 3, such a mode was derived in the case of smallamplitudepulsation.The presentsolutionis valid at finite
amplitudes.
With A -- C and B - 0 to preserve
axisymmetry
it
followsthat U2 -- - V•, V2= U•, and theproblemreducesto

5 = 8(Ao2 -- At2)1/2

This quantity decreases
for increasingeccentricityand for increasingeddy size. The factors ex and e2 are sign flags (+ 1).
There are thus four mathematically possible solutions for
given H, Ao, and A t. However, only two are inertially stable

0x -- -Ut

(withpositivetotalvorticityvx- uy+ 1),andex= •2.Another

Rmin = 81/2Rtt

+ Vx2 + Vx-2A
+ «)

,4 = - 4U•A

lqo = -2U•Ho

(37)

where Rd is the radius of deformation based on the center
depth. This is identical to the minimum radius discussedby
Nof[1981] and Killworth [1983].
Solution (31a-½)correspondsto an elliptical eddy that rotatessteadilyclockwiseat the angularrate co/2.In the rotating
coordinatesystemof the eddy the solutiontakesthe form

2

= - 2v(v

requirementof existenceis 5 < 1, which imposesa minimum
value on the eddy mean radius (geometricmean of semimajor
and semiminoraxes)

(
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Thesystempossesses
thefollowingfirstintegrals'

U• 2_. -(1 + 2P)(Vt+ «)2+ Q(V•+ «)- ¬
A = -- V(Vx+ «)2
Ho ---S(Vx+ «)
where P, Q, and $ are arbitrary constants. Oscillations are

possiblefor Q2> 1 + 2P. Figure5 displaysthe phasetrajec-

)

u'= - fi + • + W y'

(38a) tories in the Ux -

Vxframework. The eddy is widest and shallowest when U x --0 and Vx is minimum, while it is smallest
and deepestwhen U t -0 and Vxis maximum. The constants
(38b)of the first integrals are related to the minima and maxima of
radiusand centerdepth by the followingexpressions'

v'= fl +-•- W x'
h' = H - (Ao + At)x'2 -- (Ao -- Ax)y'2

(38c)

S

Rmax
2= • [Q+ (Q2
_ 2P- 1)1/2]

For 5 of order unity, co is also of order unity, and the
revolution time is on the order of an inertial period. However,
for small 5 (wide eddy) the frequencycorrespondingto q --

Rmin
2= •S[Q_ (Q2
_ 2P- 1)TM]

e2= + 1 is smalland on the orderof 52.As for the linearized
solution about the circular shape,there is the possibility of a
very slow clockwiserotation of the edge,even for moderatesizeeddies,probably the one observedfor elliptical warm-core
rings.In termsof the mean radius(geometricmean of semimajor and semiminor axes),noted R, the dimensionalrotation
rate of the eddy as a whole takesthe form

co-f-f
1+
+(12 2 4 [( Re,,]

Re,,]

1

s

Hømin1+2P[Q-(Q2_ 2P-1)TM]
s

Hømax1+2P[Q+(Q2
_ 2P-1)t/el.
Time integrationsshowthat the eddyspendsmoretime and
evolvesmore slowly during the wide and shallowphase(small

(39) Vx+

1/2 and IAI) than duringthe smalland deepphase(large
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V• + 1/2 and IAI) of the cycle. This asymmetry increaseswith
the pulsation amplitude.
Physically, the oscillationstake place as follows. When the
eddy is small and deep the azimuthal velocity is too rapid to
maintain a geostrophicbalancewith the slopinginterface,and
centrifugal forcesexpand the eddy, which by conservationof
mass becomesshallower.A state of equilibrium betweenazimuthal velocity and interfacial slope is reachedand overshot,
for the radial velocity is still directly outward. An extreme
state of a large and shallow eddy is reached where now the
disbalance of geostrophy induces contraction of the eddy.
Again, the geostrophicequilibrium is overshot,and the eddy
becomestoo small and deep.Then the cyclerepeats.
5.

APPLICATION

u1
-2

TO GULF STREAM RINGS
-1

In this section an attempt is made to apply the present
model to warm-core rings observednorth of the Gulf Stream.
Although a detailed quantitative comparisonis not possiblein
view of the model assumptionsand simplifications,the theory
predictscorrectlythe overall behavior of elliptical anticyclonic
rings.
As already pointed out, the observedellipticity is probably
a result of environmentalshear [Nof, 1985]. But regardlessof
the generation mechanism,the model suggeststhat when an
elliptical ring is placedin a restingoceanit cannot remain still
and must rotate clockwise.That is to say, once the ellipticity
generationmechanism,suchas the shear,is relaxed,the ellipse
orientation is no longer fixed, and the ring cannot reach any
balancedstate unlessit startsrotating.
To apply the theory to actual rings, we proceed as follows.
First, in view of the observationsdiscussedby Csanady[1979]
and Joyce [1984] we choosethe following numericalvaluesas
beingtypical for warm-corerings:

H 0 • 500 m

Ap

--•

1.5 10-3

p

f•

10-'[ S- 1

R • 100 km

(40)

These values give a deformation radius Ra, of about 27 km.
Second,we note that for the purpose of our applicationswe
can consider either the exact solution for a rotating ellipse
with a fixed shape (subsection4a) or the asymptotic solution
(section 3) becausethe shape of most rings is nearly circular
[see,for example,Evanset al., 1984].
It is now recalled that the rotation rate of the eddy as a
whole is a function of a single variable, namely, the ratio of
the eddy radius to the deformation radius. The typical numberslisted in (40) provide a ratio of 3.7. It is worth noting that
this value is consistentwith the internal ring structure discussedby Joyce [1984]. For this ratio the theory (seeFigure 3
or equation (39)) predictsa rotation rate of the edge of about
12ø per day. This value is very closeto the observedrotation
rate of a typical Gulf Stream warm-core ring. For example,
ring 82B rotated in April 1982 (Plate 1), when it was clearly
elliptical,by about 90øin 10 days,i.e., at a rate of 9ø per day.
From the same typical values listed in (40) the theory also

predictsa particlerotation rate (swirlrate) of about 1.8 10-5
s-•, whichis verycloseto 2 10-5 s-• (or 2 m s-• at 100km
away from the center), as observed by Joyce [1984]. Now,
ignoring the eddy radius and basingthe calculationssolelyon
this observedswirl rate, we obtain via the theory a eddy rotation rate of 14ø per day. Although this figure is still on the
same order of magnitude, it illustrates the sensitivity of the
elliptical rotation rate on eddy parametersas pointed by the
theory.

Fig. 5. Phasecurvesin the U• - V• frameworkfor the nonlinear
circular-pulsationsolution.The parameterP is set to 4, and Q varies
from curve to curve. Each curve representsone possiblepulsation
with the eddy widest/shallowest
when Vx is minimum and smallest/deepestwhen V• is maximum. The region below the dashed line
(V• < -1/2) correspondsto inertially unstable eddies and is not acceptable.

Kirwan et al. [1984] inferredpropertiesof a warm-corering
in the westernportion of the Gulf of Mexico from three drifter
trajectoriesand a kinematic model. The eddy was elongated
for most of the 3 months during which data were analyzed.
However, this ellipticity is very likely the product of a controlled situation (the eddy was huggingthe westernboundary
for most of the three months) rather than the signature of a
free evolution following a nonradially symmetricinitial state.
In particular the eddy maintained an approximate east-west
orientation during the 3-month period, with very slow rotation (1ø or 2ø per day) alternatively clockwise and counterclockwise.The presenttheory applies only to isolated eddies
and cannot account for these observations.Their interpretation probably lies in topographic control or ambiant-shear
effect[Nof, 1984].
6.

CONCLUSIONS

The f plane, reduced-gravity system of equations admits
exact solutions with height and velocity fields respectively
quadratic and linear in space. With the implementation of
such particular profiles the spatial structure is removed, and
the problem reducesto a set of nonlinear, coupled, ordinary
differential equations where time is the only variable. This
reducedproblem has basicproperties.First, sincethe reducedgravity governingequationscan always be scaledsuchthat all
coefficientsare unity, there is no free parameter, and no bifurcation is expected among regimes. Second, there are a sufficient number of invariants (mass,angular momentum,potential vorticity and energy) to ensure integrability, and no
chaotic behavior is expected.Finally, the motion of the center
of mass is an inertial circular trajectory that can be easily
subtractedfrom the system.All these propertiesgreatly simplify the analysis.
The systemof ordinary differential equations in time is exploited in a deductiveapproach. First, two possibleequilibria
are isolated: a steady circular eddy (zero eccentricity)and a
rectilinearband of warm water (maximum eccentricity).Then,
small elliptical departuresfrom circular equilibrium are investigated,and three modesare identified.One mode is a circular
pulsation at the inertial frequency,while the other two correspondto steadyclockwiserotation of an unchangingelliptical
eddy with either a subinertial or superinertial frequency. In
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particular the subinertialmode has a frequencythat decays
rapidly with increasingeddy radius.Sinceobservedrotation of
elliptical anticyclonicrings is also clockwiseand subinertial,
this mode may be the plausiblemechanismthat can explain
observations.To test this agreementmore thoroughly, the rotating elliptical eddy solutionis extendedfrom small to finite
eccentricity,and detailed comparisonswith observationsare
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be extendedto cold-core,cyclonicrings. Either the upper,

movinglayerextendsto infinity,leavingan openareawhere
the lowerlayeris in contactwith the surface,and quadratic

depthprofiles
in x andy areinappropriate,
or thecold-core
ringis modeledas a mid-waterlensof a three-layer
system,
generating
motionin at leastthe uppermost
layer,andtwo
movinglayershaveto be resolved.

Finally,it is notedthat theanalyticalsolutions
described
in

made.

Besidesthe plausibleexplanationfor the observedrotation thepresent
papercanbeusedto assess
theaccuracy
of nonlinear numerical models.
of elliptical Gulf Stream rings, the above solution offers another characteristic.An oscillatorydeformationfield is present
in the systemthat ensuresactive communicationbetweenparAPPENDIX' Tim INVARIANTS
ticles, not unlike stirring. With an even moderate mixing, as
always presentin nature, this mechanismcan greatly enhance
The inviscid model (la-c) conservesvolume, angular mohomogeneizationof passivetracers in elliptical eddies.This mentum,potentialvorticity,andenergy,aridit is interesting
to
oscillatory deformation field is nil in circular eddies and in- seewhich form theseinvariant propertiestake for the particucreaseswith eccentricity.
lar solutionexposedabove.First, it is notedthat

it isappropriate
to comment
onthevalidityofourassump-

h = -4(U• +

tion regardingthe passiveand infinitely deep lower layer. To
examine this point, consider an elliptical anticyclonic eddy

I• o =-(U,

+ V2)Ho

/f/=-3(U,

+ V2)M

rotating in an oceanwith a finite depth,H. Let us suppose

thattheeddy'scent?al
depthis•, itslengthscaleis l, ande isa
measureof its departurefrom a circular structure.When e = 0
(i.e., a purely circular eddy) the systemobviouslyhas a solution with a stagnant lower layer, even if the lower layer is
finite, becauseno lower-layer fluid is forced to change its
depth as the eddy is rotating. If, on the other hand, e is not
zero, then the nonsymmetricalportions of the eddy will force
some lower-layer water columns to change depth. Since the

2

+ v3z

O =-3(U,

+ V2)Q

where A = AC -- B2, Ho as above,M = A(U2 -- 1/2) + B(V2

--Ux)-C(Vx + 1/2), Z = (Vx- U2 + 1), and Q = -A(U2 2
+ V22)+2B(UxU2+ V•V2)-C(Ux2+ Vx2)+4A. It then
follows that appropriatecombinationsof powers of these

asymmetrical
portionshavea depthof ordereh,potential- quantitiesare time independent.
The four independent
combivorticity conservationfor the lower layer implies that the associated velocities are

nationsrelated to physicalquantitiesare

f•

nA•/:Ho
2

volume
= hdxy
=•

u', ~0 fe•l
For our model to be valid theselower-layer velocitiesshould
be smaller

than

the smallest

velodities

resolved

within

the

eddy,whichare0(el/).Consequently,
when(h/H)<<1,ouras-

angular
momentum
= (xv--yu)+ • (x2+ y:) hdxdy

sumption of no motion in the lower layer is valid. For Gulf

Streamrings,(h/H)~ 0.15,the lower-layer,
neglected
motion

12

A-3/eHo3M

is an order of magnitudesmallerthan the computedspeeds,
and the assumptionis justified.

Actualoccurrences
of Gulf-Stream
ringsnevershowp•,O_
nounced eccentricityand suggestthat elong•itededdies may
not be stable. An investigationof the stability of the solution
presentedhere would be most helpfulto answerthis point. In
particular it may be found that there exists an eccentricity
threshold below which eddies are stable and beyond which
eddiesare unstable and consequentlynever observed.A non-

quasi-geostrophic,
infinitesimal-amplitude
stabilitystudy
could also predict the shape of the most unstable mode and
provide insight into the decay (splitting?) of an elongated
eddy.
The westwai'ddrift inducedby the beta effectshouldalsobe
investigated.At a length scalecomparableto the deformation
radius as for the present solution, the beta term is a small

potentialvorticity=ffff(v•
hdxdy
h

= nA- X/2HoZ

energy
= • h+ • (u:+ v:)hdxdy
= 2•
where the double integral coversthe moving eddy. The second
term of the angularmomentumrepresentsthe contributionof
the rotating framework,which,in general,dependson time as
the eddy contractsand expands.
The moment of inertia, defined as

I=

(x• + y2)hdxdy
= -• A-3/2Ho3(A
+ C)

perturbation.
An expansion
theorycouldanswerthe question satisfies[Ball, 1963]
of combined clockwiserotation and preferential westward
translation. In a reduced-gravity model (no lower-layer
motion) with a finite area of fluid in motion, Rossby-wave
dispersionis excluded.To study dispersionprocesses,an expandedtheory could includeboth beta effectsand lower-layer
motion that extendsto infinity.
The solutionspresentedin this paper cannot, unfortunately,

[ = -• A-3/2Ho3(V2AV•B-U2B
+ U•C)
i'+ I =- 6 A-3/2Ho3(Q+ M)
= •energy) + 2(angular momentum) = constant
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As a result the expression

Joyce,T. M., Velocityand hydrographicstructureof a Gulf Stream
warm-corering,d. Phys.Oceanogr.,14, 936-947, 1984.

112---• A-3/2Ho3(Q
+ M)I

•1[2+ •

6

is an invariant of the problem. This fifth invariant is independent of the previousfour ones.
Sincethereare five invariants,the 8 x 8 system(4)-(10) with
(16) is integrahie, and chaotic behavior cannot occur. The
three remainingdegreesof freedomcorrespondto three modes
of oscillationor growth/decay.These are identifiedin the text
as pulsation of a circular eddy and steady rotations of an
ellipticaleddy at either a subinertialor superinertialrates.
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Plate 1. Satellite
images
of a warm-core
ringformedandtrackedin 1982(reproduced
withpermission
fromEvanset
al. [1984]).Therelationship
between
theactualseasurface
temperature
andtheimagecoloris shownat thebottom.Note

thatonApril10(image
a) theelliptical
ringwasoriented
in thenorth-south
direction.
Withinthenext10daysit rotated
slowlyin a clockwise
manner
(images
b-h)untilit reached
an east-west
orientation
(imagei). Thisgivesan average
rotationrateof •9 øperday,whichis in a qualitative
agreement
withtherotationratepredicted
by thetheory(12øper

day).
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